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ew emerging diseases usually pose big problems in
medicine. At present, the Zika virus is a global public
health problem attacking more than 50 countries
around the world. The disease can cause dengue-like clinical
problems and induce neurological abnormalities and
congenital syndromes in some cases.1 From its first outbreak,
the Zika infection has occurred around the world and has
become the focus issue of today’s public health. McCloskey
and Endericks noted that response to the Zika virus outbreak
was an international issue and could be a lesson for future
outbreaks.2 The movement of the disease from one setting to
another is a very interesting phenomenon.
Zika infection already occurs worldwide, and travel is
usually mentioned in relation to the spread of disease. Human
travel is usually mentioned in relation to the disease migrating
from an endemic setting to a new setting causing an emerging
infectious disease outbreak. The greatest concern is usually
given to mass gathering events, such as the Olympic Games3-5
and Hajj.6,7 Nevertheless, the regular maintenance for disease
surveillance is necessary. Tunali and Turgay8 mentioned
that traveling is an important way in which disease can be
transmitted from one area to another. They further stated that
traveling was an important cause of the migration of the Zika
virus to new settings and that international traveling could
cause the migration of infectious diseases from developing
countries to other regions; exotic travelers who have an exotic
travel style are at an increased risk. Díaz-Menéndez et al found
that travelers to endemic areas usually seek information about
the risk of acquiring infectious diseases before traveling.9
Undoubtedly, the Zika virus is already known worldwide,
and travel medicine clinics can be expected to be prepared

for consultation and the promotion of safe travel and disease
prevention during travel.
Certainly, several cases of Zika virus infection have already
been imported to new settings by travelers. Katanami et
al suggested that a good disease surveillance system be
established to prevent the importation of diseases from other
areas.10 In general, the recommendation is usually to include
the Zika virus infection “in the differential diagnosis, especially
in febrile patients with a rash returning from an endemic
area.”11 In fact, control and screening should be implemented
at any international port and should focus on any direction
of travel. Wiwanitkit noted that the infected case might be a
traveler from either an endemic or a non-endemic area, and
the traveler returning to an endemic area might carry the
disease from other areas.12
Nevertheless, a usually forgotten issue is the travel of the
vector of the disease. In this short editorial, the specific issues
of vector importation and its relation to disease migration
and occurrences in new settings are discussed. Although
there are many methods for controlling disease migration,
most usually focus on the migration of human hosts; very
few methods are applied for vector control. Despite some
attempts to control vector transportation, the occurrence
of vectors in a transportation vehicle is still observable.
Although disinfection might be applied, this method has
proven to be ineffective in managing the problem of vector
existence in international transportation vehicles.13 Due to
the high volume of international transportation in the present
day, the migration of disease due to vector transportation can
be expected. This is a really interesting but forgotten issue in
travel medicine.
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